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American investor for other people with the same name, see Ben Graham (disambiguation). Benjamin Grahamgraham Reading an edition of Moody Manual, 1955Bornbenjamin Grossbaum (1894/05/09) May 9, 1894London, England, UkdiedSeptember 21, 1976 (1976/09/21) (Ageeda 82) Aix-en-Provence, FrancenationalityAmericanInstitutionColumbia
UniversityUniversity of California, LOS ANGELESALMAÃ, MATERCOLUMBIA University (BA) ContributionScurity analysis (1934) The Intelligent Investor (1949) Benjamin Graham Formula Benjamin Graham (/ ã Â¡RÃƒ | M /; NÃƒ Â © Grossbaum; 9 May 1894 to 21 September 1976) [1] [2] was a British of American economist origin, professor and
investors. He is widely known as the "father of the Value Investing", [3] and wrote two of the founding texts of neoclassical investing: security analysis (1934) with David Dodd, and The Intelligent Investor (1949). His investment philosophy underlined Investor Psychology, minimum debt, buy-and-holding investing, fundamental analysis, concentrated
diversification, purchase within the safety margin, which invests the activist, and mentality contrarian. After graduating at Columbia University at the age of 20, he started his career at Wall Street, finally founding the Graham-Newman partnership. After he employs his former student Warren Buffett, he took teaching positions to his Alma Mater, and
later at the UCLA Anderson School of Management at the University of California, Los Angeles. The work of Him in Management and Investment Economics led to a modern wave to invest value within mutual funds, hedge funds, diversified holding company, and other investment vehicles. During his career, Graham had many remarkable disciples
who went to receive great success in the investment world, including Irving Kahn and Warren Buffett, the second course to describe it as the second person more influential in his life after his father. [4] Another one of Graham's famous students was Sir John Templeton. [5] [6] Advance life Graham was born Benjamin Grossbaum in London, England
[2] [7] by Jewish parents. [8] [9] Per part of mother, he was the great-grandson of Rabbi Yaakov Gesundheit and a cousin of Neuroscientist Ralph Waldo Gerard. [10] He moved to New York with his family when he had a year. The family changed their name from Grossbaum to Graham in a desire to assimilate in the American society and They avoid
anti-Semites and anti-German. [10] After his father's death, who possessed and managed a successful furniture store, the family experienced the poverty that Graham later said influenced his investment theories inspiring an early appreciation of Di low price occasions. [10] Graham became a good student, graduated as Salutatorian of his class at
Columbia. He turned down an offer to teach English, mathematics and philosophy, choosing instead to take a job on Wall Street, where he eventually began his partnership of Graham-Newman. First of all, Graham has made a name for himself with "the North pipeline deal", a first case of shareholder activism involving John D. Rockefeller. [11] The
search for Graham pointed to North Co. North pipeline held vast resources in cash and bonds that he believed not to have been taken to fruition, and bought enough shares to force a proxy vote to distribute these assets to shareholders. Investment and Academic Career Her first book, Security Analysis with David Dodd, was published in 1934. [12]
[13] [14] [15] [16] of safety analysis, it proposed a clear definition of investment that is distinct from what it considers speculation. He reads: "An operation of investment is one that, in case of thorough analysis, promises safety of principal and an adequate return. Operations not meeting these requirements are speculative." [17] Warren Buffett
describes The Intelligent Investor (1949) as "the best book About investing ever written." [4] Graham urged the participants to the stock market to process before a fundamental distinction between investment and speculation. A smart investor early copy GRAHAM Graham wrote that the owner of equity shares should regard them first and foremost
as conferring part ownership of a company. With that perspective in mind, the owner dell'azionario should not be too concerned with erratic fluctuations in stock prices, since © in the short term the stock market behaves like a votatrice machine, but in the long term it acts like a weighing (ie on its true value it will reflect in its stock price long-term
actions). Graham distinguished between the passive and the active investor. The passive investor, often referred to as a defensive investor, invests cautiously, looking for value stocks and buy long term. The active investor, on the contrary, is one who has more time, interest, and possibly more specialized knowledge to seek exceptional purchases in
the market. [18] Graham recommended that investors spend time and effort to analyze the financial state of the company. When a company is on the market at a price that is a discount to its intrinsic value, there is a "safety margin", which makes it suitable for investment. Graham wrote that investment is most intelligent when it is most business. Of
what it meant that the investor inventory is neither right nor © © © wrong because others agreed or disagreed with him; He's right © him because the facts and analysis are right about him. [19] Graham's favorite allegory is that of Mr. Market, a fellow who comes every day to the offer of support leads to buy or sell the equities of him at a different
price. Usually, the price quoted by Mr. Market seems plausible, but occasionally it is ridiculous. The investor is free to accept his quoted price and trade with him, or ignore it completely. The Mr. Market does not mind this, and will return the following day to quote another price. The point is that the investor should not regard the whims of Mr.
Market as determining the value of the shares that the investor owns. He should profit from market folly rather than participate in it. The investor is best to focus on delivering the real life of his companies and receiving dividends, rather than being too concerned about the often irrational behavior of Mr. Market. [20] It was critical in the societies of
his day for the blurred and uneven financial signal that made it difficult for investors to discern the true state of business finances. He was a supporter of payments of dividend to shareholders rather than companies that keep all their profits as kept gains. He also criticized those who have recommended that some types of shares were a good purchase
at any price, due to the prospect of incurred shares Growth, without a good analysis of the actual financial terms of the business. These observations remain relevant today. [21] The average performance of Graham's investments was the ~ 20% annualized return compared to 1936 to 1956. The overall performance of the market for the same period
was 12.2% per year on average [22 ]. Despite this, both buffett and Berkshire Hathaway Vice Chairman Charlie Munger [23] consider the continuation of the Rigorously obsolete method to be obsolete, with buffett who stated during a 1988 interview with the journalist Carol Loomis for luck, "boy, if I had only listened to Ben, I would never are far
more poor. "[24] the biggest gain was Graham Geico, that his Graham-Newman partnership acquired 50% in 1948 to $ 712,000. The position has grown at $ 400 million in 1972, contributing more to the portfolio of all other combined Graham-Newman's investments. [25] Geico was eventually acquired throughout from Berkshire Hathaway in 1996,
[26] previously was saved by Buffett and John J. Byrne in 1976. [27] Personal life according to the snowball, later The death of his son, Graham had a relationship with the girlfriend of the late Marie Louise "Malou" Amingues (who had several years more than his son [28]) and accustomed to traveling frequently in France. Later separated by his wife,
estey, after refusing his offer to divide their residence six months each year between New York and France. Amingues was happy to live with Graham without marriage. [29] On 21 September 1976, Graham died in Aix-en-Provence, France, at 82 years. [1] Legacy The contributions of him have moved numerous fields, one of which was the fundamental
value he invests. Graham is considered the "father of the investment value", [3] and the two books of him, security analysis and intelligent investor, defined its investment philosophy, in particular what it means to be a value investor. Probably, his most famous student was Warren Buffett, who is constantly classified among the world's rather rich
people. [30] According to Buffett, Graham said he said he wanted every day to do something silly, something creative and something generous. [31] And Buffett noted, Graham has excited most at the last one. [32] While many value investors have been influenced by Graham, his disciples the most important investments include Charles Brandes, as
well as William J. Ruane, Bert Olden, Irving Kahn and Walter J. Schloss. Furthermore, Graham's thoughts on investments have influenced Seth Klarman and Bill Ackman's sympathets. [33] [34] While some of Graham's investment concepts are now considered belonged or obsolete, many others are still recognized as an important and security analysis
or intelligent investor is required to read for the new assumptions in many Investment companies around the world. [10] Next to his work in investment finances, Graham also made contributions to economic theory. In particular, he created a new base for both the u.s currency. And global as an alternative to the gold standard. [35] Graham
considered this currency theory as the most important professional work of him; It has been largely ignored in his life, but he got serious attention decades after his death following the financial crisis of 2007 - 2008. [10] Bibliography Books Security Analysis, Editions 1934, [36] in 1940, [37] in 1951 [38] and 1962 [39] and 1988 [40] and 2008 [41]
IsbnÃ, 978-07-159253-6 Intelligent investor, 1949 editions, [42] reprinted in 2005; 1959, [43] 1965, [44] 1973 [45] with many reprints from the deposit and the stability: a modern barn always normal, New York: McGraw Hill. 1937 ISBNÃ, 0-07-024774-9 [46] The interpretation of financial statements, 1937, 2nd edition Commodities and World
Currency, New York & London, McGraw-Hill Book Society. 1944 IsbnÃ, 0-07-024806-0 Benjamin Graham, The memoirs of the Dean of Wall Street (1996) Isbnã, 978-0-07-024269-2 [47] Documents Ã ¢ â,¬ "Ã ¢ â,¬" Ã ¢ â,¬ "; Graham, Benjamin (1917)." Some calculation suggestions from a student ". The American mathematical monthly. The American
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